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Abstract :  In today's world we have many issues in internet security and privacy. We use internet in travelling, E-Commerce 

site, social media, banking, study etc. But we often face the problems with the privacy of the network system and private data. To 

accommodate this increase in application and data complexity, web services have moved to a multi-tiered design wherein the web 

server runs the application front-end logic and data is outsourced to a database or file server. IDS play a key role in computer 

security technique. But it also has drawbacks of its own. To overcome those drawbacks Duel Security technique is introduced 

based on ecommerce application. We are implementing duel security using MD5 algorithm and hashing function, an in built web 

server of windows 7 ultimate, with My SQL Server. This System presents those models the network behaviour of user sessions 

across both the front-end web server and the back-end database. Implementing system monitoring both web and subsequent 

database requests. Most of the people do their transaction through web use. So there are chances of personal figures gets hacked 

then need to be provide more refuge for both web server and database server. For that purpose duel security system is used. The 

duel security system is used to identify & prevent attacks using Intrusion detection system. Duel security prevents attacks and 

prevents user account data from unauthorized updating from his/her account.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Database is a major component of each and every organization. But to store data in database is not sufficient for any organization, 

since they have to deal with all issues related to database, from which one of the main issue is database security. We deals with 

the basic approach that determines whether data stored in database is tampered or not. Any business cannot afford the risk of an 

unauthorized user observing or changing the data in their databases. Web services are widely used by people. Web services and 

applications have become popular and also their complexity has increased. Most of the task such as banking, social networking, 

and online shopping are done and directly depend on web. As we are using web services which is present everywhere for personal 

as well as corporate data they are being attacked easily. Attacker attacks backend server which provides the useful and valuable 

information thereby diverging front end attack. Data leakage is the big issue for industries & different institutes. It is very hard for 

any system administrator to find out the data leaker among the system users. It is creating a serious threat to organizations. It can 

destroy company’s brand and its reputation. 

 

Most of the IDS examine the attack individually on web server and database server. In order to protect multi-tiered web services 

an efficient system call Intrusion Detection System is needed to detect attacks by mapping web request and SQL query, there is 

direct causal relationship between request received from the front end web server and those generated for the database backend. 

Dynamic web site allow persistent back end data modification through the HTTP requests to include the parameters that are 

variable and depend on the user input. Because of which the mapping between the web and the database rang from one to many as 

shown in the mapping model. 

 

The MD5 algorithm is a widely used hash function producing a 128-bit hash value. Although MD5 was initially designed to be 

used as a cryptographic hash function, it has been found to suffer from extensive vulnerabilities. It can still be used as 

a checksum to verify data integrity, but only against unintentional corruption. 

 

MD5 was designed by Ronald Rivest in 1991 to replace an earlier hash function MD4. The abbreviation "MD" stands for 

"Message Digest." 

SQL injection is a code injection technique, used to attack data-driven applications, in which nefarious SQL statements are 

inserted into an entry field for execution (e.g. to dump the database contents to the attacker). SQL injection must exploit a security 

vulnerability in an application's software, for example, when user input is either incorrectly filtered for string literal escape 

characters embedded in SQL statements or user input is not strongly typed and unexpectedly executed. SQL injection is mostly 

known as an attack vector for websites but can be used to attack any type of SQL database. 

SQL injection attacks allow attackers to spoof identity, tamper with existing data, cause repudiation issues such as voiding 

transactions or changing balances, allow the complete disclosure of all data on the system, destroy the data or make it otherwise 

unavailable, and become administrators of the database server. 
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To create a system for intrusion detection on static and dynamic web pages (creating session ID’s for each user containing the 

web front end [HTTP] and back end [SQL server]) also make it able to prevent those intrusions from attacking the web pages and 

it should be able to find out the perpetrator. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

1. Information leakage in cloud data warehouse. 

Author Name: Mohammad Ahmadian. 

Year: 2018  

Summary: 

The impact of information leakage will most likely grow in the future not only for public clouds, but also for private clouds. 

Indeed, more organizations and government agencies transition to private and to hybrid clouds with the belief that a cloud could 

offer enhanced security and prevent data theft. 

 
2. Solutions to Web Services Security and Threats. 

Author Name: Iqra Ilyas. 

Year: 2018 

Summary: 

E-commerce is emerging trend and at developing countries, the security issues of authorization and identification occur and trust 

is the most important factor for making a transaction online. For this, Page Rank and Trust Rank algorithms are used to make 

secure e-commerce website approach. In the health field, confidentiality and integrity are main requirements so database security 

using SQL authorization and access control mechanism of database in web services must be used. Good security policies and 

XML signature with SOAP messages are used in web services that control maximum attacks but new hacking techniques can 

exploit the security during processing of XML document if proper security mechanisms are not applied. 

 

3. Paper Name: Detecting and Preventing Intrusions In Multi-tier Web Applications 

Author Name: Ekta Naik, Ramesh Kagalkar  

Year: 2014 

Summary: 

In this paper, author proposes implemented double guard using IIS (internet information and service manager Furthermore, it 

quantify the limitations of any multitier IDS in terms of training sessions and functionality coverage. I am implementing the 

prevention techniques for attacks. I am also finding IP Address of intruder. A network Intrusion Detection System (IDS) can be 

classified into two types: anomaly detection and misuse detection. Anomaly detection first requires the IDS to define and 

characterize the correct and acceptable static form and dynamic behaviour of the system, which can then be used to detect 

abnormal changes or anomalous behaviour. 

 

4. Paper Name: Intrusion detection and forensic analysis on database using log mining approach 

Author Name: Agrata Jain. 

Year: 2014 

Summary: 

In this paper, log mining approach for detecting malicious database transactions is presented. The system is designed to identify 

attacks launched by malicious transactions submitted to relational database systems. We formally introduced a series of concepts 

related to profiling legitimate database access patterns for identifying malicious transactions. As part of our future work, we plan 

to study how we can optimize the performance of the intrusion detection process. 

 

5. Paper Name: Privacy, security, and trust issues arising from cloud computing. 

Author Name : S. Pearson and A. Benameur. 

Year: 2010 

Summary: 

Cloud computing is an emerging paradigm for large scale  

Infrastructures. It has the advantage of reducing cost by sharing computing and storage resources, combined with an on-demand 

provisioning mechanism relying on a pay-per-use business model. These new features have a direct impact on the budgeting of IT 

budgeting but also affect traditional security, trust and privacy mechanisms. Many of these mechanisms are no longer adequate, 

but need to be rethought to fit this new paradigm. In this paper he assess how security, trust and privacy issues occur in the 

context of cloud computing and discuss ways in which they may be addressed. 
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

 

 
Fig 2. System architecture 

 

Module Explanation: 

User Module:  

User can authorize login access.  He can update all personal information.  He also can give authority to generated secure 

encryption process. 

 

Sales Department: 

Sales department work as a hacker. Here hacker change the database value of any product without authentication.  

 

Admin Module: 

Admin is the authorized person, he check all the user activity records as well as profile. He also watch the tempering on changing 

the values from data base. 

 

Advantages: 

1. The proposed system provides authencation. 

2. It also prevents hacking. 

4. The system prevents identity theft. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This is an Application of Modified data detection system through unauthorized access. By using MD5 algorithm we are restoring 

modified data in cooperation the front end web (HTTP) requests and back end DB (SQL) queries. 

 

V.FUTURE WORK 

In future we can analyze the SQL Injection attack and Cross Site Scripting attack can be installed on wide range of machines 

having different operating systems and platforms. In our future we also separate techniques which have been implemented as 

tools then compare effectiveness, efficiency, stability, edibility and performance of tools to show the strength and weakness of the 

tool. 
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